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its easy to use the picture 100 to introduce new subjects to kids. i did this with a lot of people when i
was teaching at the alternative school. i just say, look at this picture. tell me what you think it is.

then i get kids to guess how the picture was made, and start discussing things they already like. this
is a great way to get kids interested in things theyve never been curious about. as a teacher, i feel
compelled to think back on my own school days. i remember learning to draw, painting landscapes,

and understanding how color and design can change the mood of an image. i was a writer in
elementary school, too, and though i didnt have much to say, i wrote down my ideas because thats

how i learned. in middle school, i was in chorus and performed a lot. i remember that music gave me
confidence and made me feel like i was different from the girls around me. i was lucky to make

friends who were into art and music. i think what i learned as a child was the greatest gift i could
give myself, and its a gift that all schoolchildren should be able to share. girls do, however, like boys,
and do want boys. girls usually dont feel that boys are more important or that the number of boys in
the world is more important than the number of girls. boys, however, care a lot about girls. they see

a lot of them and they want to have a lot of them. girls like boys too, because when they grow up
they have a lot more company. boys like girls because they can be with girls. its easier. girls like

boys because they arent just girls. boys can see that girls are people, with their own problems and
problems for others. boys dont think of themselves as boys. they think of themselves as people, and
girls are people, too. boys dont have to worry about what to do or how to do it, girls do. (the girl, we
found, also has more things to do and think about: if she wants to be a doctor, she can be a doctor. if
she wants to be a lawyer, she can be a lawyer. if she wants to be a nurse, she can be a nurse. girls
are better at thinking about the consequences of their actions. boys are better at taking action and

getting things done.
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the most striking finding of this pilot study, however, is that the numbers themselves do not tell the
whole story. boys and girls both showed very strong preferences for certain kinds of collages. but for

both sexes, most of the items favored had to do with science and technology. boys were more
interested in sports, girls were more interested in fashion and beauty. girls were also more likely to

prefer art museums. why were girls interested in fashion and beauty, but not in sports? the answer is
that science and technology collages, which both sexes seem to prefer, are more likely to be printed
on glossy paper, whereas fashion and beauty collages are more likely to be printed on matte paper.
what this means is that our results might be skewed. girls who are more interested in fashion and

beauty might have chosen collages with matt paper because that was easier for them to work with.
conversely, boys who are more interested in sports might have chosen collages with glossy paper
because that was easier for them to work with. in other words, our results may be skewed to the

advantage of the non-matte collages. boys who are more interested in science and technology might
have chosen collages with glossy paper because that was easier for them to work with. the girls in
our study ranged in age from 7 to 17. we asked them to tell us what they enjoyed. one girl, 9 years
old, said, i like to watch my baby brother and take care of him. i also like to read books. i like to play
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on the computer. i like to listen to music. i like to eat. i like to watch television and read books. i like
to take care of my baby sister. i like to read. i like to draw and write. 5ec8ef588b
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